We report the design of the bunch length monitor that is based on generation of coherent Smith -Purcell radiation (CSPR) by relativistic electron bunches that pass over a metallic grid. The monitor consists of grating and receiving equipment. The preliminary experimental data on CSPR in millimeter wave range are described. The experiments were carried out on the S-band linac LIC (Laser Injector Complex) with 13 MeV electron beam. The millimeter wave radiation has been studied in perpendicular direction to the grating plane. It has been shown that CSPR can be easily used for the linac adjustment
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is known that an electron beam moving near discontinuities generates electromagnetic radiation. If discontinuities are placed periodically along a beam trajectory (for example a diffraction grating) the radiation has specific characteristics and it was named as SmithPurcell radiation in honor of scientists who observed such radiation for the first time [l]. Such radiation is a subject of investigation at many research centers (see for example [2] ). It was determined that the radiation wavelength /z depends on observing angle Bas following: where is normalised electron velocity, n is diffraction order and d is grating period.
The spectral intensity depends exponentially on the parameter b (distance between a beam axis and the highest point on the grating surface) P(A) -ap(-4 n b / ( A f l ) (where yis Lorenz factor) that is featured for the given radiation type [3] . Regardless of a grating profile the maximum of intensity of incoherent radiation of relativistic particles is in a short-wave part of a spectrum at observation angles close to 8-l/y The radiation coherent component is observed in wavelength range larger than bunch sizes when a grating is excited by relativistic electron bunches with linear sizes less or compared with the period d. This causes the significant increasing of the long-wave radiation intensity and changing its angular distribution [4] . In general case the radiation intensity in a solid angle dQ can be represented as following:
where dPo( 9ldQ is the angular intensity distribution of the spontaneous radiation of a single electron moving with zero parameter b over the grating; F(A) is the bunch form-factor (the spatial Fourier component in particle density average distribution in a bunch). For the bunch with Gauss distribution it follows flA)=exd-(Bq /AY].
In this work we investigate the coherent radiation observed in the orthogonal direction to the grating surface (B=90°, so A = d as it follows from Eq. (1)). Fig. 1 illustrates dependence of the ratio of the intensity density of the radiation to the intensity density of the incoherent radiation on the grating period for various values of a bunch length 0,. Calculations were carried out for the bunch with N z 1.8 lo9 electrons and energy of 13 MeV. 
MONITOR
Proposed monitor consists of a copper diffracting grating equipped with the gear for the diffraction grating 0-7803-71 9 1-7/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE.movement and the secondary emission monitor for the measurement of the beam transverse distribution. Radiation is extracted from a vacuum chamber through a sapphire window. The gear provides movement of the grating in perpendicular direction to the beam axis to change distance between the beam axis and the grating as well as the grating rotation to change an effective grating period. The radiation is received by a horn aerial placed at 1 m from the beam axis and detected by the calibrated detector. The H-plane of the aerial coincides with the flute plane of the diffraction grating. Pulse signals that are proportional to quantity of electrons falling on the secondary emission monitor and the grating as well as grating position and a pulse signal from the detector are measured by the computerised control system to be observed, stored and processed. The experiment set-up layout is illustrated in the Fig. 2 in a simplified way. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
We are going to use Smith-Purcell radiation observed at the fixed angle for bunch monitoring. Therefore accordance of the bunch form factor maximum at the specified wavelength to the bunch length minimum was the main question needed to be cleared. It was also necessary to determine the suitable harmonic of the linac operation frequency to be used for bunch length monitoring.
The simulations allow to determine the dependence of bunch length at the grating position on phase shift between a RF gun and the accelerating section. At the same time dependencies of the maximal instant bunch current and form factors for some harmonics on the phase shift were investigated. Results of the simulations are represented in Fig. 3 . harmonic ( h = 7.145 mm) is enough high and its maximum is in a good agreement with the minimum of bunch phase length. The simulations also show that the maximum of a sum of bunch form factors for a large amount of harmonics (for example from 14 through 34) corresponds to the minimum of the bunch length more precisely. Nevertheless it is clear that the 15'h harmonic can be used for adjustment of the linac.
EXPEREMENTAL RESULTS
For preliminary experiments a copper grating with a period of 8 mm, a groove depth of 4 mm and period number of 10 was used. The experiments were done to investigate characteristics of the Smith -Purcell radiation at the perpendicular direction to the grating.
The radiation power depending on the parameter b for the pulse current of 0.75 A ( N r 1.8 lo9) and electron energy of 13 MeV was measured during the first stage of experiments. Transversal size'of a beam (FWHM) at a grating position was 2.5 mm. Fig. 4 shows the detector voltage dependence on the parameter b. The detected radiation power reached 10 mW that corresponds to rf Proceedings of the 2001 Particle Accelerator Conference, Chicago power flow density more than 6 Wlsr. This value is enhanced more than by six order of magnitude of the power flow density of the incoherent beam radiation. It is necessary to note that the narrow peak of the curve in Fig.  4 can not be explained by Eq. (2). One can see that for y=26 dependence of radiating intensity on the b is almost linear. We carried out additional experiments to study this feature. The experiments showed existing of the millimeter radiation in the linac beam pipe regardless of the grating presence. The radiation power measured at 1 m far from the beam axis (Fig. 2) was about 1 mW, in case when a metallic screen covered the grating. In our opinion the observed radiation is the coherent radiation from relativistic electron bunches in places where the beam pipe has discontinuities. To approve this we investigated radiation from a glass gap placed in the beam pipe upstream of the diffraction grating. When a wave-guide section with cut-off wavelength of 7.2 mm was installed between the aerial and the detector we observed strong dependence of the radiation intensity on phase shift between the injector and the accelerating structure (see 
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Phase shifter readout (") Figure 5 : Dependencies of a linac output current (1) and a detector voltage (2) on phase shift. It is obvious that behavior of a detector voltage does not correspond with behavior of an output pulse current that is evidence of bunch length changing.
Thus, the radiation observed in experiments consists of the radiation generated in the beam pipe and of the radiation from the grating. The carried out experiment confirmed that bunches at the LIC exit are enough short so a diffiacting grating with a smaller period (d=7.145 mm) was used at the next stage. Fig. 6 shows dependence of radiation intensity at the front of grating on phase shift between the injector and the accelerating section. Output current of the linac was some high than in the previous experiment. shift. It can be seen that simulation and experimental results are in good accordance (see Fig. 3, 5 and 6) . Therefore an optimal tuning of the accelerator can be made using a detected signal that is proportional to radiation intensity as an indicator.
CONCLUSION
On the basis of received results following conclusions can be made. The intensity of the observed radiation is higher significantly than incoherent radiation intensity and is determined by a bunch length. The observed radiation consists of coherent radiation from the grating and of coherent radiation from discontinuities of a beam pipe. The described technique can be used as a bunch length monitor to choose the optimal conditions of a relativistic bunch shaping and accelerating.
